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Investments in foreign securities may underperform and may be more volatile than comparable U.S. stocks because of
the risks involving foreign economies and markets, foreign political systems, foreign regulatory standards, and
foreign currencies and taxes. The use of currency derivatives, exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and other hedges may
increase investment losses and expenses and create more volatility. Investments in emerging markets present
additional risks, such as difficulties in selling on a timely basis and at an acceptable price. The intrinsic value of the
stocks in which the Fund invests may never be recognized by the broader market.
Performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. All
performance assumes the reinvestment of dividends and capital gains, and represents returns of the Investor Class
shares. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when
redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the
performance data quoted. Performance data current to the most recent month-end for Ariel Global Fund may be
obtained by visiting our website, arielinvestments.com. For the period ended December 31, 2018, the average annual
total returns of Ariel Global Fund for the 1-year, 5-year and since-inception periods were -6.03%, +3.86%, and
+7.22% respectively. Ariel Global Fund has an inception date of December 30, 2011, and does not have performance
for the 10-year period. For the year ended September 30, 2018, Ariel Global Fund’s Investor Class had an annual net
expense ratio of 1.13% and an annual gross expense ratio of 1.46%. Effective November 29, 2016, Ariel Investments,
LLC, the Adviser, has contractually agreed to waive fees or reimburse expenses (the "Expense Cap") in order to limit
Ariel Global Fund's total annual operating expenses to 1.13% of net assets for the Investor Class through the end of
the fiscal year ending September 30, 2020.

Quarter Ended December 31, 2018
A quick look at the market’s final scorecard for 2018 makes
it easy to forget how well things had been going for much
of the year. In many ways, we got used to the success.
Over nearly a decade, the S&P 500 slowly but steadily
climbed from its 2008 lows to an all-time high this past
September. Then, in an extreme and abrupt pivot, a
crushing fourth quarter dragged all of the equity markets
into the red and wiped out the year’s gains. While
downturns are never fun, they are to be expected. In fact,
nine consecutive positive years of equity returns in the U.S.
is far more of a statistical outlier than this recent negative
year. While the MSCI ACWI and MSCI EAFE have had more
ups and downs over the decade, their cumulative returns
are strong.

During this disquieting period, our international and global
portfolios better protected capital than their benchmarks. More
specifically, the Ariel Global Fund gave back -11.50% for the
quarter ending December 31, 2018. Although negative, our
returns fared better than those of the MSCI ACWI Index which
dropped -12.75%. For the year, the Fund lost -6.03% versus
the Index’s -9.42% decline.
Not surprisingly, Roche Holding AG, was the top contributor.
Health care is a defensive sector that generally holds up better
in a market downdraft precisely because its products are
essential. That said, Roche further benefitted as investor
concerns about biosimilar threats for its three largest drugs,
Rituxan, Avastin and Herceptin, retreated in the face of patent
litigation and settlements. Furthermore, its shares were boosted
by growing appreciation for the company’s longer term outlook
and well diversified product pipeline in both oncology and
neuroscience—including treatments for Huntington's disease,
autism and Alzheimer's. We continue to see upside in this
attractively valued industry leader.

In the fourth quarter, widespread fears over a slew of
macro level factors including slowing economic growth,
trade tensions, modestly rising inflation and the potential
of a U.S. Federal Reserve policy error drove the global
equity markets significantly lower.
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China Mobile remains a significant contributor to
performance. As we have said in times past, we view
telecom–and in particular wireless telecom–as the new
consumer staple. Despite the fourth quarter market
swings, China Mobile’s stable business model as well as
that of other wireless providers boosted our relative
performance. With 60% market share and roughly 920
million subscribers, China Mobile is the dominant telecom
provider in the country. By comparison, its next biggest
competitor, China Telecom, has 20% market share. The
third largest player, China Unicom, has approximately
15%. Stabilizing mobile revenue trends suggests less
competitive pressures and a strengthening of the
company’s leadership position. Additionally, China Mobile
is now the largest provider in fixed line services with 41%
market share and roughly 151 million subscribers.
Incremental to its position as market leader, China
Mobile’s business model stands to benefit from a number
of other dynamics. For example, strong competition among
telecom equipment suppliers like Huawei, ZTE and Ericsson
is making equipment pricing particularly attractive and
thereby improves profitability. Moreover, while skeptics
view the government’s allocation of a new spectrum to
China Mobile as a negative, we believe the company’s cost
to build out its network will ultimately be lower than
expected, thus improving overall returns on invested
capital. This is a classic example of long term benefits
being ignored by short-term investors.
Schlumberger Limited again detracted from performance in
the recent quarter as its shares declined along with other
energy-related stocks in reaction to falling crude prices. In
contrast to our negative views of most cyclical sectors
including industrials, materials and many commodities, we
remain positive on some select energy-related participants
given the distinctly differentiated intermediate and longerterm supply dynamics. While demand concerns linger over
the short term, we remain focused on Schlumberger’s
strong competitive position in the international service
markets along with the compelling longer term supply
dynamics.
Baidu, Inc., the Chinese technology behemoth, continued
to detract from our results in the fourth quarter. Its shares
fell in sympathy with concerns surrounding slowing
economic growth in China. Although this tech giant will
continue to be impacted by the cyclical, macroeconomically driven advertising spending slowdown in
China, the secular opportunity remains unchanged. Baidu
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is an excellent example of a misunderstood and undervalued
company. Its profitability and business opportunity remain
strong. The company has been solidifying its dominant market
position in personal computing and mobile search as well as
online video content. Baidu remains one of our top ten
holdings and we selectively added to our position on recent
price weakness during the quarter.
As always, we remain committed to owning companies that
are misunderstood and therefore mispriced by the market.
While we know investors hold equities for their capital
appreciation prospects, we are pleased our relative
outperformance has offered some downside protection as we
would have anticipated.

This commentary candidly discusses a number of individual
companies. These opinions are current as of the date of this
commentary but are subject to change. The information
provided in this commentary does not provide information
reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment
decision and should not be considered a recommendation to
purchase or sell any particular security.
As of 12/31/18, Roche Holding AG constituted 6.50% of Ariel
Global Fund; China Mobile Ltd. 4.80%; China Mobile Ltd. ADR
2.00%; Baidu, Inc. ADR 3.90%; and Schlumberger Ltd. 2.30%.
Portfolio holdings are subject to change. The performance of
any single portfolio holding is no indication of the performance
of other portfolio holdings of Ariel Global Fund.
Investors cannot invest directly in an index. The MSCI ACWI (All
Country World Index) is an unmanaged, market weighted index
of global developed and emerging markets. The MSCI EAFE
Index is an unmanaged, market-weighted index of companies
in developed markets, excluding the U.S. and Canada. The
MSCI Index net returns reflect the reinvestment of income and
other earnings, including the dividends net of the maximum
withholding tax applicable to non-resident institutional
investors that do not benefit from double taxation treaties.
MSCI uses the maximum tax rate applicable to institutional
investors, as determined by the companies’ country of
incorporation. Source: MSCI. MSCI makes no express or implied
warranties or representations and shall have no liability
whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein.
The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used to
create indices or financial products. This report is not approved
or produced by MSCI. The S&P 500® Index is the most widely
accepted barometer of large cap U.S. equities. It includes 500
leading companies.
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Investors should consider carefully the investment
objectives, risks, and charges and expenses before
investing. For a current summary prospectus or full
prospectus which contains this and other information
about the funds offered by Ariel Investment Trust, call us at
800-292-7435 or visit our website, arielinvestments.com.
Please read the summary prospectus or full prospectus
carefully before investing. Distributed by Ariel Distributors
LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Ariel Investments LLC.
Ariel Distributors, LLC is a member of the Securities
Investor Protection Corporation.
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